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ABSTRACT To eliminate the false alarms in the ship target detection effectively for synthetic aperture

radar (SAR) images in complex scenes, this article present a novel ship target discrimination algorithm

based on bag of words (BOW) model with multiple features and spatial pyramid matching (SPM), which is

named MF-SPM-BOW. The proposed discrimination method mainly contains three stages. First, the SAR

scale-invariant feature transform (SAR-SIFT) descriptors and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)

descriptors are extracted as local features to describe the gradient information and texture information of

local regions of an image chip. Then, the SPM technique considering its spatial location information-keeping

capability is employed to generate global features with excellent discrimination ability. Finally, the support

vector machine (SVM) discriminator based on multiple kernel learning is applied to realize feature fusion

in image layer and thus identify targets and clutter. Experimental results show that compared with the

traditional discrimination methods and the BOW model discrimination methods, the proposed SAR ship

target discrimination algorithm achieves better discrimination performance, which can eliminate most of the

false alarms in candidate ship target chips effectively.

INDEX TERMS SAR images, ship targets discrimination, bag of words (BOW), local features, global

features, spatial pyramid matching (SPM).

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

imaging technology, SAR images are widely used in military

and civil fields [1]–[3]. One of the most important applica-

tions is SAR ship target detection and recognition, which

has attracted much more attention during the past decades

[4], [5], which has attracted more and more attention. The

ship target detection selects the candidate ship target chips

from the whole image. Due to the complex conditions of sea

surface and serious interference of clutter, there exist many

false alarm chips in the selected target chips, namely clutter

false alarms, land and island false alarms. The false alarms

interfere with the subsequent ship target recognition and
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reduce its efficiency. As a result, recently many algorithms

and techniques have been utilized to high-resolution SAR

ship target discrimination to eliminate the false alarms.

Traditional SAR ship target discrimination method con-

sists of two stages: 1) discrimination features are extracted to

describe the candidate chips and 2) discriminator is designed

to make the decision. Many discrimination features have

been developed over the past two decades for they have

played a significant role in target discrimination. The classi-

cal discrimination features, e.g., the old Lincoln features [6],

the new Lincoln features [7] and GAO’s features [8], which

mainly describe the differences between target and clutter in

texture, shape, size and contrast. However, the above fea-

tures only achieve impressive performance in some simple

scenes for they just describe the candidate chips roughly.

With the increase in spatial resolution, SAR images can
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provide detailed information about texture of regions.

Therefore extracting discrimination features which can repre-

sent the texture details of the image is the key to discriminate

the target and clutter in complex scenes. As the bag of words

(BOW) model can obtain image local features and reduce

the gap between low-level features and high-level features

[9], [10], it has been applied successfully to image clas-

sification and target detection [11]–[15]. Recently, some

researchers have developed many methods to show the

potential of its use for SAR image discrimination. A new

discrimination method based on the BOW model with

sample-reweighed category-specific and shared dictionary

learning algorithm was first proposed and achieved good

discrimination performance in complex scenes [16]. Aiming

at improving the descriptive abilities of the low-level feature

in the BOWmodel, an algorithm based on multiple low-level

feature fusion was put forward and obtained better perfor-

mance [17]. A multilevel and multidomain feature descrip-

tor based on BOW model was designed to discriminate

target and clutter in multiple targets environment at super-

pixel level [18]. To cope with difficulty of lack of labeled

training chips, the BOW model was applied to extract the

mid-level features and experiments demonstrated the effec-

tiveness in target discrimination [19], [20]. As scale invariant

feature transform (SIFT) descriptors has outstanding ability

in describing the gradient amplitude and direction of image

local regions, it is always extracted as low-level features in the

BOW model [21]. The above discrimination methods based

on the BOW model extracted SAR-SIFT descriptors for its

robustness to the speckle noise [22]. Although they have

achieved some good discrimination performance, they still

have the following issues. First, they employed SAR-SIFT

features as the low-level features which only reflect the gra-

dient information of the image local regions. Thus it may lead

to discrimination accuracy loss as the texture information of

the image local regions is also essential for target discrim-

ination. Second, they neglected the image’s spatial location

information when extracting the global features, which may

lead to divisibility loss of the discrimination feature.

Recently, the deep learning techniques are employed to

ship target discrimination in SAR images. In [23], a neural

network is used to re-examine the detection results at the dis-

crimination stage so as to better implement CFAR detection.

A computational framework based on deep neural networks

is proposed for iceberg and ship discrimination [24]. And

a very deep high network configuration is presented as a

SAR ship discrimination stage [25]. All the above algorithms

achieved good discrimination performance at the expense of

muchmore training time and also require a lot of training data

to train the network. So the use of those methods based on

deep learning is limited. As the labeled training data are not

easy to obtain sometimes, themethods based on deep learning

are not researched in this article.

Based on the existing studies, high resolution SAR images

can provide more texture information about its local region.

Meantime, target and clutter always have distinct texture

features. Therefore, for target discrimination using BOW

model, extracting features which can effectively describe the

image texture characteristics is very important. As gray-level

co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) feature can capture image tex-

ture information effectively [26], it is introduced to extracted

low-level feature. According to the above analysis, in this

article, we propose a new discrimination method based on

the BOW model to deal with SAR ship target discrimination

in complex scenes In the local feature extraction stage,

SAR-SIFT descriptors and GLCM descriptors are extracted

to describe the difference of target and clutter. The spatial

pyramid matching (SPM) technique [27] is also employed

to generate the global feature, considering its excellent

capability of capture the spatial location information of the

image. What’s more, the support vector machine (SVM) [28]

discriminator based on multiple kernel learning is designed

to discriminate target and clutter.

In summary, the main contributions of this article are

twofold. 1)We employ the GLCM to extract the local features

The GLCM can be used to extract some statistical features

related to textural information of the image [29]. Recently,

in the remote sensing image classification field, studies

[11], [26] used the GLCM to extract features, since it can

provide textural information of the image. Nevertheless,

the GLCM has not been employed for SAR ship target dis-

crimination. In this article, we take the GLCM to extract

the local features for SAR target discrimination. Moreover,

by combining with the SAR-SIFT together, the local features

can capture the gradient and texture information of the image

chips, which give a comprehensive description of the differ-

ences of targets and clutter. 2) We apply the SPM model to

generate the global features on the feature pooling stage. The

SPM algorithm divides the image into different number of

image blocks at different scales and obtains features in each

image block. By exploiting the technique, the final discrimi-

nation features can obtain the spatial location information of

the image chips, leading to an improvement of discrimination

performance.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

Section II reviews the traditional BOW model. Section III

introduces the research framework and technical details of

the ship target discrimination based on the BOW model

using multi-feature and SPM technique (MF-SPM-BOW).

Section IV outlines the experimental results and analysis.

Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. PRELININARIES ON BOW MODEL

In this section, we will review the traditional BOW model

proposed in the literature.

The BOW model, first developed as a text classification

tool, mainly includes local feature extraction stage, codebook

generation stage, local feature coding stage, local feature

pooling stage and classifier learning stage [10]. And those

five stages are explained in detail in the following.
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FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the ship target discrimination method based on MF-SPM-BOW model.

A. LOCAL FEATURE EXTRACTION

Normally, there are two ways of obtaining the image patches,

one is obtained by keypoints detection, and another is

acquired by segmenting the image in regular grid method.

The former can get sparse image patches and is suitable for

target matching; the latter can get dense patches, which can be

employed to image discrimination. Local features commonly

used in SAR image target identification include SAR-SIFT

descriptors, histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and local

binary pattern (LBP).

B. VISUAL VOCABULARY CONSTRUCTION

Visual vocabulary offers a way to construct a new feature

vector. And it is composed of visual words, which are the

centers of clusters generated by local features clustering.

The commonly used methods to generate visual vocabulary

include K-Means and mean shift, etc.

C. LOCAL FEATURE CODING

Local feature coding is to calculate the coding coefficient of

each local feature according to the generated visual vocabu-

lary. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and Local Coordinate

Coding (LLC) are the two common coding methods.

D. LOCAL FEATURE POOLING

Local feature pooling is used to produce the final global

features according to the coding coefficients. And the ways

to fulfill feature pooling include max pooling and average

pooling.

E. CLASSIFIER LEARNING

With the global features of all the training chips obtained, the

classifier is trained and then the decision value of each test

chips is compared to a threshold to get the final discrimination

result.

III. METHODOLOGY

The framework and technical details of the ship target

discrimination based on MF-SPM-BOW model is intro-

duced in this section. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the

proposed method. Similarity in traditional BOW model, the

MF-SPM-BOW model contains three main steps: local fea-

ture extraction, global feature extraction and classifier learn-

ing. In the following, we describe each step of the proposed

method in detail.

A. LOCAL FEATURE EXTRACTION

Local feature extraction is the first and important step of the

MF-SPM-BOWmodel. Superior features and their capability

of describing target and clutter can improve the overall quality

of the final discrimination. In this article, we first extract

SAR-SIFT descriptors and then extract GLCM descriptors.

1) SAR-SIFT DESCRIPTORS

The algorithm of SAR-SIFT descriptors extraction is intro-

duced according to [22]. To deal with the speckle noise in the

SAR image, gradient by ratio (GR) of the pixel is computed

by using edge detection of ratio of exponential weighted

averages (ROEWA), which can convert the multiplicative

noise to additive noise to reduce the impact on edge detection.

The horizontal gradient Gx,α of pixel (a, b) is defined as

MH1
=

∫

x=R

∫

y=R+

I (a+ x, b+ y) × e−
|x|+|y|

α (1)

MH2
=

∫

x=R

∫

y=R−

I (a+ x, b+ y) × e−
|x|+|y|

α (2)

RH =
MH1

MH2

(3)

Gx,α = log(RH ) (4)

where α is the exponential weight parameter, R, R+, R− rep-

resent the range of integration for exponential weight function

in horizontal direction separately.

Similarly, the vertical gradient Gy,α of pixel (a, b) is

defined as

MV1 =

∫

y=R

∫

x=R+

I (a+ x, b+ y) × e−
|x|+|y|

α (5)

MV2 =

∫

y=R

∫

x=R−

I (a+ x, b+ y) × e−
|x|+|y|

α (6)

RV =
MV1

MV2

(7)

Gy,α = log(RV ) (8)

So the gradient magnitude Gn,α and orientation Go,α of the

pixel (a, b) are regarded as

Gn,α =

√

(Gx,α)2 + (Gy,α)2 (9)

Go,α = arctan(
Gy,α

Gx,α
) (10)
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As introduced in Section II, dense extraction method

can provide more abundant image information, and the

SAR-SIFT descriptors using the dense points could more

rapidly produce than those using sparse points. Therefore,

we use dense SAR-SIFT for this study. As the image patch

size can both influence the discrimination accuracy and com-

putation complexity, we set the size of image patches to

16×16 pixels to strike a balance between accuracy and com-

plexity and it will be discussed in the experimental section.

The overlapping method is applied to get sampling points

and the sampling interval is set to 8 pixels. The SAR-SIFT

descriptor is extracted as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SAR-SIFT Descriptors Extraction

Step 1: Compute the gradient magnitude and orientation

of each pixel in the image chip according to

formula (1)-(10).

Step 2: Divide the image chip into N1 overlapping image

patches according to the step length of 16 pixels and

the interval of 8 pixels, and defined the center pixel

of each patch as the key point.

Step 3: Mesh the image patch into 16 components which

contain 4×4 grids and calculate gradient histograms

of each components in 8 orientations.

Step 4: Group the gradient histograms of 16 image com-

ponents into a column vector with 8 × 16 = 128

dimensions, which is regarded as local descriptors

of the image patch.

Step 5: Form the column vectors of N1 image patches into

a feature matrix, which is defined as SAR-SIFT

descriptors.

2) GLCM DESCRIPTORS

GLCM is defined as the probability of the occurrence of the

pixel pairs (i, j) in a certain direction at a certain distance [26].

And it reflects the correlation of adjacent pixels and texture

characteristic of the image. GLCM is represented by Pθ,s,

where θ represents the direction of pixel j relative to i, s

represents the pixel distance of between i and j. Commonly

used GLCM statistics are as follows.

Energy is the quadratic sum of all elements in the GLCM

and represents the uniformity of the image grayscale change.

Energy is defined as:

ASM =

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

p2(i, j) (11)

Entropy is the quantity of information of an image and

describes the texture complexity of an image. Entropy is

regarded as

ENT = −

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

p(i, j) log p(i, j) (12)

Homogeneity measures the local variation of image texture

and reflects the regular degree of image texture. Homogeneity

is defined by

HOM =

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

p(i, j)
/

[1 + (i− j)2]2 (13)

Dissimilarity measures the similarity of image texture and is

regarded as

DIS =

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

|i− j| p(i, j) (14)

Contrast reflects the clarity of image texture and is repre-

sented as

CON =

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

(i− j)2p(i, j) (15)

Correlation measures the similarity of elements in the row

direction or the column direction, and is defined as

COR =
1

σ1σ2

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

(i− u1)(j− u2)p(i, j) (16)

where p(i, j) is the element of matrix Pθ,s in Formula

(11)-(16), u1, u2, σ1, σ2 are separately defined by:

u1 =

N−1
∑

i=0

i

N−1
∑

j=0

p(i, j) (17)

u2 =

N−1
∑

i=0

j

N−1
∑

j=0

p(i, j) (18)

σ 2
1 =

N−1
∑

i=0

(i− u1)
2
N−1
∑

j=0

p(i, j) (19)

σ 2
2 =

N−1
∑

j=0

(i− u2)
2
N−1
∑

i=0

p(i, j) (20)

Since there may exist single target or multiple targets in

the candidate image chips, the image texture is complex

and changes a lot for different regions. If GLCM feature

is extracted directly from the whole image chip, the tex-

ture characteristic of the image chip may not be effectively

acquired. To deal with the situation in this article, the image

chip is first divided into many small superpixels by using

superpixel segmentation algorithm and then GLCM feature

is generated from the superpixels. GLCM descriptors are

extracted as Algorithm 2.

B. GLOBAL FEATURE EXTRACTION

Global feature, directly applied to discriminate target and

clutter, is an important factor for the discrimination per-

formance of the method. Specially, there are two ways to

fuse SAR-SIFT descriptors and GLCM descriptors to obtain

global features. One is to splice those two features directly
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Algorithm 2 GLCM Descriptors Extraction

Step 1: Divide the image chip into N2 superpixels by using

simple linear iterative cluster SLIC) method [30].

Step 2: Normalize the image amplitude to the interval

[0,T ], θ is set to one of the four directions: 0◦, 45◦,

90◦, 135◦, where T denotes the gray level of the

quantized image.

Step 3: Calculate GLCM Pθ,s (θ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦)

from 4 directions in each superpixel.

Step 4: Compute GLCM features according to

formula (11)-(16), namely ASM ,ENT ,HOM ,

DIS,CON and COR.

Step 5: Group all the GLCM features into a column vector,

which is regarded as local GLCM descriptors of the

superpixel.

Step 6: Form the column vectors of N2 superpixels into

a feature matrix, which is defined as GLCM

descriptors.

after extracting local features, and it is regarded as feature

fusion in regional layer. Another is to generate mid-level

features using those two local features separately according

to BOW model and then splice mid-level features together

to get the final global feature. It is called feature fusion in

image layer. The former is easy to accomplish, but it treats

all features equal and ignores different roles that different

features may play. So it is suitable for simple features fusion.

The latter can get individual mid-level features on the basis

of low-level features and the weights of mid-level features

can be calculated by training classifier. So we choose to fuse

features in image layer. To alleviate the unrecoverable loss

of discriminative information, we employ LLC model [31] to

encode the SAR-SIFT descriptors and GLCM descriptors to

get local codes. Then we use SPM model to process those

codes to generate global feature. The flowchart of global

feature extraction is shown in Fig. 2.

1) LLC MODEL

With strong reconstruction ability and high computational

efficiency, LLC model is applied to encode all the extracted

local features. LLC model has employed the local constraints

to solve the objective function and the local correlation is

better used than other codes. It is clear that encoding method

using LLC model is the same, no matter what descriptors are.

Thus to save pace we only introduce the encoding method

Algorithm 3 Encoding Using LLC Model

Step 1: SAR-SIFT descriptors are clustered by K-Means

algorithm [32] to generate a codebook CB =

[cb1, cb2, · · · , cbM ], M is size of CB. Let F =

[f1, f2, · · · , fN ] represents SAR-SIFT descriptors in

an image chip and N denotes feature dimension.

Step 2: For the SAR-SIFT descriptor fn, n ∈ [1,N ], calcu-

late the Euclidean distance from fn to each element

ofCB, and then find five nearest neighbors inCB to

form the local base LBn.

Step 3: The local code coefficient c̃n of fn can be acquired

by solving the objective function:

min
C

N
∑

n=1

‖fn − LBnc̃n‖
2 s.t.

N
∑

n=1

c̃n = 1 (21)

Step 4: The coefficients of all elements in CB are grouped

into a column vector, which is denoted as code cn
of fn, and the coefficients of all elements are zeros,

except for those elements in LBn.

Step 5: All SAR-SIFT descriptors in the image chip are

coded one by one, and finally code coefficient

matrix c = [c1, c2, · · · cN ] can be obtained.

of SAR-SIFT descriptors in the following steps and omit the

introduction of the GLCM descriptors encoding method.

2) FEATURE POOLING BASED ON SPM MODEL

The spatial location information of the image chips is very

essential for the extraction of global features with good

ability to distinguish targets and clutter. Thus in the feature

pooling stage, SPM model is applied to generate the final

global features. SPM algorithm considers the spatial location

information of the image chip and divides it into different

number of image blocks at different scales. Then in each

image block, the code coefficient matrix is counted to get

mid-level features and the final global features of the whole

image chip are obtained by splicing the mid-level features in

all image blocks. As we all known, the discrimination ability

and dimensions of features varies with the number of image

blocks. So the SPM three-tier model is used here, as shown

in Fig. 3. Besides, considering the LLC method chosen pre-

viously, we use max pooling to extract global features in this

article. In summary, the steps of feature pooling based on

SPM model is as Algorithm 4.

FIGURE 2. Flowchart of global feature extraction.
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FIGURE 3. Typical SPM three-tier model.

Algorithm 4 Feature Pooling Based on SPM Model

Step 1: Divide the input image chip into 1 × 1, 2 × 2 and

4× 4image blocks separately according to Fig. 3 to

get 21 image blocks together.

Step 2: In each block take the maximum values of code

coefficient matrix c obtained in feature code stage

by columns and combine the maximum values of

each column into a row vector as the mid-level

feature of image block.

Step 3: The mid-level feature of image block is normalized

by L2 norm.

Step 4: The normalized features of all image blocks are

spliced into a vector which is regarded as the final

global features of the image chip.

C. CLASSIFIER LEARNING

The discrimination methods based on BOW model usually

employ support vector machine (SVM) to distinguish target

and clutter by learning the global features. SVM obtains the

best classification interface by minimizing the structural risk.

For sample z to be classified, the classification interface is

defined as:

wT · K (z) + b = 0 (22)

where w is weight coefficient vector, which describes the

relevant parameters of classification interface, K (·) is kernel

function and b is the bias.

Normally, the local features extracted belong to the same

type, the BOW models used a single kernel SVM with

histogram cross kernel, and its function is denoted as:

K (x, y) =

N
∑

i=1

min(xi, yi) (23)

where x and y represent the N dimensional global features

separately, and x = [x1, x2, · · · , xN ], y = [y1, y2, · · · , yN ].

As SAR-SIFT descriptors capture the gradient information

of image and GLCM descriptors reflect the texture informa-

tion of image, they describe the differences of ship target and

clutter in a different way and thus play a different role in

discriminating target and clutter. Based on the above analysis,

to accomplish the feature fusion of SAR-SIFT descriptors and

GLCM descriptors in image layer, a SVM based on multiple

kernel learning is applied as the discriminator. By classifier

learning, the weights of the global features generated sepa-

rately by SAR-SIFT descriptors and GLCM descriptors can

be calculated.

Let S = [s1, s2, · · · , sN1
] denotes the global feature gen-

erated by SAR-SIFT descriptors, N1 is feature dimension,

ω1 represents weight. Similarly, Let G = [g1, g2, · · · , gN2
]

denotes the global feature generated by GLCM descrip-

tors, N2 is feature dimension, ω2 represents weight. So the

final global feature of the image chip is defined as F =

[ω1S, ω2G]. The following theorem can be deduced.

Theorem 1: The kernel function corresponding to image

chip a and image chip b is denoted as:

K (Fa,Fb)=ω1

N1
∑

i=1

min(sai , sbi)+ω2

N2
∑

i=1

min(gai , gbi) (24)

where Fa and Fb represent the global features of image

chip a and image chip b separately, sai and sbi represent

the i dimensional feature of global feature S separately, and

gai and gbi represent the i dimensional feature of global

feature G separately.

Proof of Theorem 1: Substitute the above definitions

into Formula (23) and then expanse it, the following can be

deduced.

K (Fa,Fb) = min(ω1sa1, ω1sb1) + min(ω1sa2, ω1sb2)

+ · · · + min(ω1saN1
, ω1sbN1

)

+min(ω2ga1, ω2gb1) + min(ω2ga2, ω2gb2)

+ · · · + min(ω2gaN1
, ω2gbN2

)

=

N1
∑

i=1

min(ω1sai, ω1sbi) +

N2
∑

i=1

min(ω2gai, ω2gbi)

= ω1

N1
∑

i=1

min(sai, sbi) + ω2

N2
∑

i=1

min(gai, gbi) (25)

Theorem 1 provides a conclusion that the feature fusion in

image layer is equivalent to the weighted linear combination

of kernel function corresponding to a single global feature.

Therefore, we can complete feature fusion by multiple kernel

learning. The method based on multiple kernel learning [33]

has demonstrated its good discrimination performance, and

it is used in this article to accomplish discrimination of ship

target and clutter.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To better investigate the discrimination performance of the

proposed method based on MF-SPM-BOWmodel and better

understand the effects of the multiple features and the SPM

technique, we conducted a series of experiments with differ-

ent types of SAR images.

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA DESCRIPTION

Two types of SAR images are used in this study. The first

three images containing the ship targets and sea clutter with

5m × 5m resolution, from OpenSARShip dataset [34] are

used in the experiments. All images from OpenSARShip

dataset are the Sentinel-1 satellites images. As the images

have larger amplitude and most of the images are the ocean,

those images containing ship targets are cut out to form
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new images with size of 1500 × 1500 pixels for our experi-

ments. For convenience, we refer to the three SAR images as

Images I, Images II and Image III, respectively. The latter two

images are collected from the AIR-SARShip-1.0 dataset [35]

which comprises 31 images from Gaofen-3 satellite SAR

images. The two images used here are 1m × 1m resolution

and the size of images is 3000 × 3000 pixels. And they are

regarded as Images IV and Image V.

To validate the discrimination performance of the proposed

method, we should extract the candidate image chips first.

Normally, the size of candidate image chips is determined by

SAR image resolution and target size. Considering that the

length of ship targets is about 100 to 300 meters in Sentinel-1

images, in order to guarantee that there are both ship target

and sea clutter in the candidate image chip, the size of candi-

date target chip is set to (2×50+1)×(2×50+1) = 101×101

pixels for Images I-III. As AIR-SARShip-1.0 dataset is used

for small ship target detection [32], the size of candidate target

chip is set to (2× 70+ 1)× (2× 70+ 1) = 141× 141 pixels

for Image IV-V. The candidate image chips are extracted as

algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Image Chips Extraction

Step 1: Images I-V are detected by employing the classical

two-parameter CFAR [36] to get candidate target

pixels.

Step 2: Images I-V are divided into several superpixels by

using SLIC method [30].

Step 3: For each superpixel if there is any candidate tar-

get pixel in the superpixel, then the superpixel is

regarded as candidate target superpixel.

Step 4: Set the center of candidate target superpixel as the

center of candidate image chip, and extract the cor-

responding candidate image chip with a certain size.

Step 5: Label the candidate image chips according to man-

ual marking to obtain the target chips and clutter

chips.

The numbers of target chips and clutter chips extracted are

listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. The numbers of target chips and clutter chips extracted from
the five SAR images respectively.

Before conducting experiments, we construct two datasets

for different types of images: namely dateset for Sentinel-

1 and dataset for Gaofen-3. For Images I-III from OpenSAR-

Ship dataset, dateset for Sentinel-1 is constructed. 200 chips

are selected from target chips and clutter chips separately to

construct training sample set. Then 150 chips are selected

from the remaining target chips and clutter chips separately

to construct testing sample set. Some example image chips

of dateset for Sentinel-1 used in the experiment are shown

in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Some example image chips of dateset for Sentinel-1 used in
the experiments. (a) ship target chip; (b) ship target chip; (c) clutter chip;
(d) clutter chip.

For Images IV-V from AIR-SARShip-1.0 dataset, dataset

for Gaofen-3 is constructed. 120 chips are selected from

target chips and clutter chips separately to construct training

sample set. Then 60 chips are selected from the remaining

target chips and clutter chips separately to construct testing

sample set. Some example image chips of dataset for Gaofen-

3 used in the experiment are shown in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Some example image chips of dateset for Gaofen-3 used in
the experiments. (a) ship target chip; (b) ship target chip; (c) clutter chip;
(d) clutter chip.

It is clear that there exist single target and multiple targets

in a true target chip, and the scenes in clutter chips are very

complex. Therefore our two experimental datasets are valid
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datasets for demonstrating the discrimination performance of

the proposed methods.

B. COMPARISON METHODS

To validate the discrimination performance of the proposed

method, we compare it with five discrimination methods

which include three classical methods and twomethods based

on BOW model. Each comparison method is described as

follows.

1) Old Lincoln method: we use Old Lincoln features [6]

as discrimination features and employ Gaussian kernel

SVM as the discriminator.

2) New Lincoln method: we use New Lincoln features [7]

as discrimination features and employ Gaussian kernel

SVM as the discriminator.

3) GAO’s method: we use GAO’s features [8] as discrim-

ination features and employ Gaussian kernel SVM as

the discriminator.

4) the method based on SIFT-BOW: we use the classical

SAR-SIFT descriptor [22] as local feature and generate

the final features by BOW model as discrimination

features. And histogram cross kernel SVM is employed

as the discriminator.

5) the method based on MultiF-BOW [17]. We use

MultiF-BOW as discrimination features and apply his-

togram cross kernel SVM based on multiple kernel

learning as the discriminator.

The proposed method based on MF-SPM-BOW in the

paper uses histogram cross kernel SVM based on multiple

kernel learning as the discriminator.

C. EVALUATION CRITERIA

The feature separability, as an essential factor for discrimi-

nation, is quantitatively measured by ratio of between-class

distance to within-class distance (RBTW) [37]. RBTW is

defined as

RBTW =
SB

SW
(26)

between-class distance SB is denoted as

SB =
1

N1 + N2

(

N1
∑

i=1

dis(Xi − µ0)+

N2
∑

i=1

dis(Yi − µ0)

)

(27)

within-class distance SW is defined by

SW =
1

N1 + N2

(

N1
∑

i=1

dis(Xi−µ1)+

N2
∑

i=1

dis(Yi − µ2)

)

(28)

dis(Xi − µk )

=

√

(Xi1−µk1 )
2+(Xi2−µk2)2+· · ·+(Xi1−µkD)2 (29)

where N1 denotes the number of target chips, N2 denotes

the number of clutter chips, µk (k = 0, 1, 2) represent the

eigenvector mean of all image chips, the eigenvector mean

of target chips, and the eigenvector mean of clutter chips,

D is feature dimension in formula (26)-(29). It is drawn

from formula (26) that larger SB and smaller SW can lead to

larger RBTW . And larger RBTW reflects good separability of

features.

To quantitatively measure the performance of different

methods, the probability of detection pd , the probability of

false alarm pf , and the probability of correct discrimination pc
are employed in this article. And they are calculated as

follows.

pd =
Ndt

Nt
(30)

where Ndt denotes the number of target chips detected as

target and Nt represents the total number of target chips.

pf =
Ndc

Nc
(31)

where Ndc denotes the number of clutter chips detected as

target and Nc represents the total number of clutter chips.

pc =
pd + (1 − pf )

2
(32)

The larger value of pd , the smaller value of pf and the

bigger value of pc mean that the discrimination performance

of the method is better.

D. PARAMETERS SETTING

As the traditional BOW model always uses 128-dimension

SAR-SIFT descriptors, the size of codebook CB is set to

128 in this article. To avoid generating information loss and

large computation cost, the dimension of GLCM descriptors

should not too small or too big. So the number of superpixels

when extracting GLCM descriptors is set to 110. For all

methods use SVM as discriminator, the penalty factor C is

set to 5.

In the proposed method, there exist several parameters in

the local feature extraction stage to be discussed, which may

affect the overall performance of the discrimination method.

Thus, this section presents a discussion of the parameter

selection by conducting experiments using the dataset for

Gaofen-3.

1) SELECTION OF k

In the local feature extraction stage, the image patch size k

when applying dense SAR-SIFT descriptors is an important

factor for the discrimination accuracy. For Gaofen-3 images

collected in this article, we adjust the value of k to calculate

the probability of correct discrimination pc. The relationship

between k and pc is shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows that

the probability of correct discrimination increases with k ,

then it reaches its maximum when k is 16, and finally it

gradually decreases with k . Therefore, we set k to 16 in our

experiments.

2) SELECTION OF T AND s

When extracting GLCM descriptors, the gray level T and

pixel distance s both may affect the accuracy of the pro-

posed approach. First, we fix T and conducting discrimina-

tion experiments by changing the value of pixel distance s.
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FIGURE 6. Relationship between k and pc .

Then we change the value of T , and conducting the same

experiments. The accuracy of themethodwith different T and

s is shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7. The accuracy of the method with different T and s.

From the Fig. 7, we can see that when T = 8, the proposed

method achieves the best discrimination performance. And

the accuracy of the method decreases with s, so s is set to 1.

In summary, when T = 8 and s = 1, the GLCM parameters

in this article is the optimal parameters and can obtain the

higher discrimination accuracy.

In summary, the parameters used in the paper are listed

in Table 2.

TABLE 2. The values of parameters used in the experiments.

E. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS

1) ANALYSIS ON FEATURE SEPARABILITY

To measure the linear separability of the different features

used in the above discrimination methods, RBTW is adopted

as the criterion. We randomly select 200 target chips and

200 clutter chips from dateset for Sentinel-1 to calculate the

value of RBTW. In order to ensure the experiment accuracy,

5 experiments are conducted. Fig. 8 shows the RBTW values

of different features and its average values. From Fig. 8,

we can see that the RBTW value of the features based on

BOW models are much larger than those of the classical

discrimination features. Specifically, the RBTW value of

features based on our proposed model is a litter larger than

those of the features based on SIFT-BOW and MultiF-BOW

models. That is to say, our proposed features can linearly

separate the target chips from the clutter chips more easily

which is beneficial to the final discrimination.

2) ANALYSIS ON DISCRIMINATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT

METHODS

To quantitatively compare the discrimination performance of

different methods, we conducted 100 discrimination exper-

iments by using the datasets for Sentinel-1 and Gaofen-3,

respectively. The quantitative comparison results are shown

in Table 3 and Table 4.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison of different methods using the
dataset for Sentinel-1.

TABLE 4. Performance comparison of different methods using the
dataset for Gaofen-3.

Table 3 and Table 4 denote that the method based on

SIFT-BOW model, the method based on MultiF-BOW

model and our proposed MF-SPM-BOW method, which

are all implemented by employing the BOW models, have

much higher pd and pc than the Old Lincoln method, the

New Lincoln method and the GAO’s method, which are

implemented by using the traditional target discrimination

features. Higher pd means the number of missed target chips

is small and most of targets are detected. And higher pc
denotes smaller missed targets and false alarms. As shown

in Table 3 and Table 4, the proposed method has larger pc
than both the method based on SIFT-BOW model and the

method based on MultiF-BOW model. In addition, by com-

paring Table 3 with Table 4, we can see that the methods
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FIGURE 8. RBTW values of different discrimination features in the five experiments.

based on BOWmodels performs better when using Gaofen-3

image, which have a higher resolution. Thus it validates that

the methods based on BOW models can obtain the detail

information of high-resolution images when extracting dis-

crimination features, while the traditional methods do not

perform well when dealing with high-resolution images.

To compare the performance of different discrimination

methods more comprehensively, we give the receiver operat-

ing characteristic (ROC) curves in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, where

x-coordinate is the probability of detection pd and

y-coordinate is probability of false alarm pf . As shown

in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the ROC curve of our proposed method

is the best among all discrimination methods. Based on these

results, we can draw the conclusion that our proposed method

based on MF-SPM-BOW model has superior discrimination

performance than other methods.

FIGURE 9. ROC curves of discrimination performance for different
methods using the dataset for Sentinel-1.

The reasons for the superior performance of the proposed

method are summarized as follows.

First, we use the BOW model to extract discrimination

features. The traditional discrimination methods employ fea-

tures which only give a rough description of target and

clutter and neglect the difference in detail, thus it cannot

achieve considerable performance as the methods based on

FIGURE 10. ROC curves of discrimination performance for different
methods using the dataset for Gaofen-3.

BOW models, namely SIFT-BOW model, MultiF-BOW

model and MF-SPM-BOW model.

Second, we combine the SAR-SIFT descriptors and

GLCM descriptors together to extract local features.

As SAR-SIFT descriptors mainly reflect the gradient infor-

mation of image chips and GLCM descriptors represent the

texture information of image chips, employing those features

as local feature can give a more comprehensive description

of the SAR image chips. Therefore our proposed method

obtained better performance than the SIFT-BOW model.

Third, we employ SPM to generate global features. As the

spatial location information of the image chips is very

essential to the discrimination of target and clutter, apply-

ing SPM when generating global features could lead to

the superior separability of the extracted discrimination fea-

tures. Thus compared to MultiF-BOW model, our proposed

MF-SPM-BOW model performs better in discrimination.

3) ANALYSIS ON COMPUTATIONAL LOADS OF DIFFERENT

METHODS

We select one candidate image chip from the dataset for

Sentinel-1 as test sample to compare the computational loads
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of different methods. The testing time includes feature extrac-

tion time and classifier discrimination time. We run the

codes on a computer with 32-GB RAM and an Inter Core

i5-10210U CPU@ 3.7 GHz. The codes are written in

MATLAB 2016b. Table 5 shows the testing time of individual

sample for different methods.

As shown in Table 5, the methods based on BOW mod-

els cost much more time than the traditional discrimination

methods. The reason is that feature extraction stage of those

based on BOWmodels is much complex and cost more time.

As GLCM descriptors extraction and feature pooling based

on SPM model are added in the feature extraction stage,

our proposed MF-SPM-BOW model takes a little more time

than SIFT-BOWmodel does. Although the proposed method

is time-consuming, it only takes approximately 0.33 times

longer and it has little effect on the operation of the algo-

rithm. When compared to MultiF-BOWmodel, the proposed

MF-SPM-BOW model cost little time. MultiF-BOW model

designs local feature descriptors based on traditional discrim-

ination features and the feature extraction process is much

more complex, so the testing time of it is the longest.

TABLE 5. Testing time of individual sample for different methods.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a ship target discrimination method

based on MF-SPM-BOW model in complex scenes. In the

proposed method, on the basis of extracting SAR-SIFT

descriptors, we employ GLCM descriptors as low-level fea-

tures to give a comprehensive description of texture char-

acteristic of image chips. Besides, we use SPM model to

capture the spatial location information in the global feature

generation stage. Finally we apply a SVM based on multiple

kernel learning to complete feature fusion in image layer.

Experimental results show the obvious discrimination perfor-

mance improvement of the proposed method compared to the

other methods. In the future work, we will try to employ the

deep learning to discriminate target and clutter as the deep

learning has great potential in image classification.
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